
 

 

 

 

Plant Trials Day Symposium Talk Descriptions and Speaker Bios 

Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden 
August 18, 2016 9:00AM-6:00PM 

 

Planting in a Post-Wild World, 9:00-10:00 

We live in a global city and few wild places remain in today’s world. Planting designers have the opportunity and responsibility to 

bring wildness and ecological value back into our landscape. This challenge requires a new form of planting design that works with 

natural principles and marries horticulture with ecology. Join us as we explore how native plants will fit into our future landscape and 

how plant community based design strategies can help you meet aesthetic and ecological goals during your next planting project.  

 

Claudia West is the ecological sales manager at North Creek Nurseries, a wholesale perennial grower in Landenberg, PA.  Claudia 

holds a Master’s Degree of Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning from the Technical University of Munich, Germany.  In 

her current role, Claudia works closely with ecological design and restoration professional, offering consultation services from initial 

project planning stages to adaptive management strategies after project completion.  Her work is centered on the development of 

stable, layered planting designs and the desire to bring American native plants back into our landscape by making them widely 

acceptable.  Claudia is a sought after speaker on topics such as plant community based design and the application of natural color 

theories to planting design.  Together with co-author Thomas Rainer she published a new approach to ecological planting design in 

her first book ‘Planting in a Post-Wild World’ (Timber Press, 2015).  

 

Innovation in Plant Research at Longwood Gardens, 10:00-10:45 
Since opening to the public in 1957, Longwood Gardens has been at the forefront of ornamental plant research at public gardens.  

From developing the first (and only!) Victoria hybrid to exploring the far corners of the world, many of the projects initiated in the 

research division of Longwood have achieved legendary status in the field of ornamental horticulture.  Join Peter as he discusses the 

history and evolution of long term programs such as Plant Breeding and Exploration, the recently developed plant Conservation 

program, and how each of these different projects fuels and compliments one another in a modern context.  This photograph-rich 

presentation will detail a collection of stories related to these projects in an engaging and memorable fashion. 

 

Peter Zale, Ph.D is Curator and Plant breeder at Longwood Gardens where he is responsible for leading curatorial activities, the 

plant breeding program, the plant exploration program, and the recently initiated plant conservation program. He has published over 

25 articles in trade, specialist, and peer-reviewed journals and has lectured across the United States on various topics.  He has also 

designed and participated in over 20 plant collection trips throughout the United States, Japan, Vietnam, Myanmar, and a pending 

expedition to the Republic of Georgia.  He is an avid plant collector and home gardener. 

 

Great Garden Plants, 11:15-12:00 

This talk focuses on dependable new and older but underutilized good garden performers, covering annuals, perennials, tropicals, trees 

and shrubs that will be in the garden for years to come. If you’re not already growing plants like ‘Roogucchi’ clematis, 'Iron Butterfly’ 

ironweed, 'Fiona Sunrise' jasmine, wood spurge, ‘Diana Clare’ lungwort, 'Summer Chocolate' mimosa tree, ‘Welch’s Pink’ American 

beautyberry ‘Appalachian Red’ redbud, and ‘Baby Lace’ panicle hydrangea you will be running to the nursery after this talk.  

 

Jason Reeves is the Curator of University of Tennessee Gardens in Jackson, TN. Jason grew up not far from the West TN AgResearch 

and Education Center on a farm in rural Carroll County near Huntingdon, Tennessee. As a college student he interned at the 

Opryland Conservatories in Nashville and the Missouri Botanical Garden in St. Louis. He received his Masters in Ornamental 

Horticulture and Landscape Design from UT in 1999. After school. Jason worked at the famed Longwood Gardens, the former estate 

of Pier DuPont near Philadelphia. He also traveled to new Zealand, where he worked and lived at Palowmia Gardens for four 

months. Recently Jason was named Contributing Editor at Fine Gardening magazine. 

 

Jason’s major projects at this Research Center include developing the grounds, improving the plant collection, and conducting 

research on herbaceous and woody ornamentals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Where New Plants Come From, 1:00-1:50 

Gardeners love new plants, but often don’t think about where they come from. We will start with what a cultivar is and then dig into 

the process of plant breeding and the plant supply chain. Chance Seedlings, mutations, controlled crosses, propagation; we will talk 

about it all and a few cool new plants as case studies. After this talk you should be able to start doing some breeding in your own back 

yard! 

 

Joe Rothleutner joined the Lincoln Park Zoo as director of horticulture this past May. The Lincoln park zoo is a 35-acre zoo and 

garden located in downtown Chicago. The zoo opened in 1868, making it the first zoo to open in America.  Two special points of the 

gardens are nature boardwalk, a hand planted native plant prairie; and large burr oak that dates back to 1830, 3 years before the city 

of Chicago was founded. Before joining the zoo, Joe was the tree and shrub breeder at The Morton Arboretum where he worked on 

developing new cultivars of trees and shrubs. He has his M.S. in plant breeding, genetics and biotech from Oregon State University 

and his B.S. in Urban Forestry form the University of Maryland, College Park. 

 

The Best Plants of Spring Grove Cemetery and Arboretum, 1:50-2:35 

Spring Grove is a nationally recognized horticultural gem with a large and diverse collection of young and mature plants. The lessons 

we can learn from this collection about good plants for the region are many. Brian Heinz has been employed in the Horticulture 

Department at Spring Grove for  many years, and he will share with us the plants that have impressed him the most over those time. 

 

Brian Heinz failed to deliver his biography to me on time, so I will make one up. First, Brian is one of the finest horticulturists in the 

Greater Cincinnati region,, and we are really pleased to have him convey to our audience his extensive plant knowledge, garnered 

from many years of experience working at the region’s most venerable horticultural gem. We are going to expect more from than that, 

however, as Brian is a wealth of celebrity knowledge, a spot on imitator, and just an all around entertaining guy. We will be supplying 

tomatoes to the audience prior to this talk just in case he fails to adequately inform and entertain. 

 

Best Plants Blitz:The Game Show, 3:00-4:15 

In this fast-paced, fun filled session, our speakers, some Zoo staff, and a surprise guest or two will each quickly extol the virtues of ten 

favorite less-well-known plants. The only rules are the speakers must include at least one completely embarrassing guilty pleasure and 

one impossible plants they have killed at least twice. The other presenters will sit on a panel, trying to identify the impossible plant. 

The panel is permitted to subject to the presenter to scorn and maybe even raucous approval. The audience will be encouraged to lose 

all sense of decorum and to cheer, boo and hiss at will. It may all breakdown into bitter recriminations and tears, but hopefully hilarity 

and the sharing of exciting plants will carry the day! 

 

All Speakers, some Zoo staff, and a surprise guest or two  

 

Steve Foltz Steps Out of His Comfort Zone, 4:15-5:00 

To say Steve is careful about his plant recommendations is quite an understatement.  Perhaps no plant expert in the world takes the 

responsibility of presenting sensible choices for the industry and the public to use in gardens more seriously. He is famous for bringing 

Plant Geeks far and wide to their knees by pointing out that not one of their favorite recommendations can be found growing 

successfully in area conditions. “Voodoo Horticulture” is a term he coined specifically to separate real plants that can work from those 

that need constant expert care. Many an area Horticulturist has felt the sting of that term. And, yet, he’s still only human. Despite 

being jaded by three decades of intensely harsh urban public gardening reality, he is still a Plant Geek at heart. Finally, Steve will talk 

about plants that have caught his attention over the years but their absolute fool-proof use remains uncertain. The fine print for this 

talk will be extensive. You will need to sign a waiver stating that you understand the intent and scope of the talk and that you will not 

hold Steve nor the CZBG responsible for any failures you might experience with any of these plants in the future, but it will be fun 

and it will be a momentarily unguarded look into the plants that Steve Foltz thinks about just before he falls asleep at night. 

 

Steve Foltz has a long career in Cincinnati horticulture, beginning his career at Delhi Garden Centers and now serving as Director of 

Horticulture at the Zoo. He has a B.S. in Horticulture from the University of Kentucky. He is now an adjunct professor at both the 

University of Cincinnati and Cincinnati State. He serves on the board of the Ohio Invasive Plant Council and is deeply involved with 

many and various horticultural organizations in the city, the state, and the region. Steve gives talks regularly, has written many 

articles for trade and gardening magazines, and is highly regarded for his depth of plant knowledge of everything from Angelonia to 

Zelkova. In 2016, he received the ONLA’s Distinguished Contribution Award. 

 

Heidelberg Distributing Company Sponsored Social Hour, 5:00-6:00 

Join our speakers, staff, and guests for free beer and wine sponsored by Heidelberg Distributing Company! 

 

 

 


